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THE GOMMUNiCATIONS WHITE PAPER

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO THE SECOND REPORT FROM THE CULTURE, MEDIA AND 
SPORT SELECTCOMMITTEE.CQMMONSSESSION 2000-2001 . .. .. : . .

Introduction ,• . ' - • . • . -

■ The Government.weleomes:the Conr>mittee's report arid its cpntrjbutiqn to the debate’on • • • 
The Communications White Paper-A New Future, for.Cohriraunications (Cm .5010).. .

Since the publication of the Report, the Governmerit.has brought forward the Office of • • 
Communications Bill which it introduced in the House of Lords. -This Bill allows for the •
establishment of the Office of Communications (OFCOM), which will prepare itself to. take 
on the duties to be conferred upon it later as the new single regulator for the rinedia and . 
communications industries. ' • ’ . ’ . ' . ' . . ; • • • • • • - ’ ..

Published jointly by the Department for Culture, Media, and Spdrt-and the Department of • 
Trade and Industry, the Bill makes it possible to set up a snriail board for the new body and 
for .OFCOM to begin the preparatory and practical work necessary for it to be in a position 
to take on regulatory functions in due course.- • . ’ • . • • ’ '

A draft Comnfiunicatiotls Bill,.'containing the Government's p.rpposals for the regulatory- . 
framework which OFCOM will apply, is to be published in the spring of 2002. This will 
provide an'opportunity for further public consultation on the implementation of the policies 
set out in.the White Paper. OFCOM will take up its regulatory functions only when the 
Communications Bill itself becomes law, which could not be before.2003 and would depend 
on Parliamentary time being Available in the 2002-2003 session. • - .

The Office of Communications Bill therefore effectively facilitates the continuation of the 
work begun between the regulators themselves and with the Government to prepare for 
OFCOM. QFCOM would ultimately take on the responsibilities of the five existing 
authorities in the sector: Oftel, the Independent Television Commission, the Radio Authority, 
the Broadcasting Standards Commission and the Radiocommunications Agency.
In summary, the OFCOM Bill allows the formal establishment of OFCOM; allows OFCOM to 
prepare for the assumption of regulatory powers; and places on a formal footing the work of 
the two.Departments and the existing regulators on developing OFCOM.

This response represents the Government's current thinking on the issues discussed by the 
Committee, but work continues on many of these issues. The Government will, where 
appropriate, add to this response when it publishes the draft Communications Bill. ■

Context and debate
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... . . (l̂ ) HaVjngourselyes recotriiniendedthecreation pf.asirigle regulatOrin 1998, we 

. have no hesitation in supporting the proposal for a new. unified regulator
contained in the: Communications White. Paper (paragfaph 13). ’ . . .

The Government welcomes the.Committee's continued support for. the creation of a single 
regulator and is grateful for the detailedanalysisand.research undertaken and • • .
recbmrh'endatipns formulated by the Select Committee over recent years which have . .

. contributed valuably to the policy-making process. .• >• •. . .

. (ii) In future  ̂the delivery of public services direct to the citizen in his or her
home must be central to public policy in this area. We see insufficient 
signs of such centrality in the Communications White Paper.(paragraph

' 1-7);V-.-. ■ . •• a ■

. . (Hi) Werecommend that, in Its response to this Reporti the Government set .
. out its views on the relationship between the development and regulation 

. of new services ip the commuriications market and the electronic delivery 
.. . of public services. We.further recommend that, in the same^dbcurnent, the.

\ \  .. . Goyernnrientset butits views on the .scop.e for .the.new regulator to havfe a
. . specific duty to pursue the interaction.between the two (paragraph 18)^

The Government agrees that the new technologies offer great poteritial for delivering public 
services in new ways and these are central to the Governrhent's e-strate^. We rernain . . 
cornmitted to providing access to all Gbyernment services electronically by 2005. The .

. regulatory framework set out in the White Paper is designed to facilitate the wide • . " .

. availability of the necessary technologies, but; other than through the broadcasters who • 
have accepted licence conditions to do so, it is not the function of the regulator to ensure • 
the delivery of particular content direct to the public by any particular means: this is for the 
public or private service, provider on-line just as it Is ofHine; ‘

(|v) We recommend that a statutory duty be imposed on the new regulator to 
. ; .. : cbnduct and lay before parliament an annual audit of performance in •

. .. . relation to the stated Government objective of makitig the United •
. . Kingdom "home to the most dynamic and competitive communications

and niedia market In the world". We envisage that this audit would look 
beyond sectors Subject to direct oversight by the new regulator, to the 
film industry, for example, to broaden understanding of relations between 

. the sectors (paragraph 2 1 ).

The Office of Communications Bill sets but that the regulator will report annually on how it 
has carried out its functions and on its proceedings duping that year. Each report will be laid 
before Parliament. .

The White Paper proposals envisage a very clear focus for the regulatory functions of 
OFCOM in relation to the broadcasting and telecommunications sectors and, bearing in 
mind also the many related creative and other industries in which it could have an interest, 
we believe that to expand its remit even further.by placing bn OFCOM specific duties in the 
new sectors of the kind proposed by the Committee would risk losing its clarity of purpose 
and reducing its effectiveness. •

(v) We are not convinced.that inflexible legislative provisions relating to 
training expenditure by all licensed broadcasters are desirable, but we
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. actiyities, where appropriate with specified universities, that.are; .
• . . proportionate to the public service obligations and privileges of particular

• . licensed broadcasters (paragraph 23); • . . .

. We made clear in the White Paper, our intention to. ensure that suppprt for training . ’ .. .
continues so that.’the broadcastirig.industry has the.skills needed to connpete effectively in’ 
the world media, rriarket place. We agree with the.Cornhriittee that iriflexible provisions . ’ 
relating to .training expenditure.are undesirable. We also agree that OFCOM should have.a 
role.in promoting support for training, working dosely.with.Skillset, the NatibnalJrarhing 
Organisation for the sector, and with the. industry itself,-’ This will be underpinned by 
reqiii.renients, in the first tier of the proposed new regulatory structure, for broadcasters to . 
set out plans in this area.. • - . . !  .

T (vi) We recommend that the new regulator be.given .distinct objectives ..
' relating to cohsurher protection and to the prorilqtion of open and

•; [Competitive .markets. We further recornmend thatthe Government • •
. : : J>repare policy guidelines fpr the new regulator bn matters affecting the . .

.. /  p tio rity  o f  its d ifferen t .objectives.to be'debated as p a rt o f th e  legislatibn
. : . g iv in g e ffe c tto th e p ro p o s a ls ln th e W h ite ;P a p e r(p a ra g ra p h z z j^  . . -

The Government agrees that consumer protection and the promotion of competition 
deserve to be stated as distinct objectives and the Communications Bill will provide for that. 
.These and the other objectives set put in the’White Paper will all be important for OFGOM,- 
hovvever, and we do not consider thatit.wpuld help OFGOM to strike the right balance . 
between thern if one objective wete to be given priprity over-the others; Where there is a - . 
conflict between them, it will be for OFCOM to resolve it case by case. • • ’ ' •

(vii) We support the proposals in the White. Paper to grant sector-specific.
.. . . powers to the new regulator. The exercise of these powers will have a .

. vital role to play in the continued development of accessible networks and. 
■ . fair and competitive markets. It is appropriate that such powers be .

exercised by the new regulator (paragraph 31). ■

The Government welcomes the Cornmittee's support for continuing sectoral regulation 
where this is necessary or appropriate. .

(viii) We recommend that, notwithstanding the proposed removal of specific 
legislative barriers to further ITV consolidation above and beyond the 
general provisions of competition law, separate licences be retained for 
each ITV region, including provisions relating to regional production and 
the contribution of each region to network programming. We further 
recommend that there be a legislative obligation upon the new regulator 
to maintairi a network of offices in the nations and regions of the United 
Kingdom to facilitate effective monitoring of compliance with regional 
obligations by broadcasters (paragraph 34).

The retention and strengthening of the regional dimension to public service broadcasting is 
an important strand of White Paper policy (section 4.4) and the Government does not 
propose to alter the present statutory requirement for Channel 3 services to be separately 
licensed on a regional basis.
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■ be'Included in tier two of the proppsed new regulatory strurture and we agree wjth the ': • 
Committee that-effective rridnitpring of compliarice with regional pbligations by OFCOM. 
will be importarit. The detailed organisational and admihistfative arrarigements' to achieve 
this will. hdwever, be a matter for.OFCQM to determine,. ; ' . . . ;

. (ix) We do not.believe that the case fpr specific restrictions on radio .. . . .
• - ownership at national level has been made and we recommend • - • ■

. . ; \ .accordingly that legislatipn giving effect to th6 White Paper proposals. .
should remove all sUch restrictions (paragraph 36). .

.. (x) We consider existing rules on cross-rnedia ownership contained in the
: Broadcasting Acts ,1990 and 1996 to be increasingly Unnecessary in a more

• diverse arid competitive media rnarket In which general competition law,
. . sector-specific regulatpry powers and cdriterit reflation by licensing al l .,

. . . apply. We view restrictions based on "share of voice" as quite Impractical
; even if they were desirable. We consider that matters of such , . .

. . parOamentaty and public importance as rriedia pvynership arid control .
. . . .. should not be open ^  sigrilficant arneridrnetit by means of isecondaiy

legislation. Acertain iriflexibility is Inherent in primary legislation, but this 
. is a price worth paying.for full scrutiny, The inflexibilify iriherent in such

. conrt.ols in primary iegislarton is a conipelling reason why specific controls 
should be maintained In forthcoming legislation only if the case for such 

.. controls Is overwhelming and enduring (paragraph 45). = •

In preparing for the draft C6mniur\icatioris Bill, the Gdverhrnent is giving careful ,
consideration to the wide range of views expressed pn media and cross-media ownership*

(xl) The new regulator.is best placed to judge the Impact of new BBC services
on the development of open and competitive markets, and also to weigh 

 ̂ that impact in the belance.against the regulatory objective of . . .
. . "maintaining high quality of content, a wide range of programming, and

; plurality of public expression". The new regulator should be able to reach 
.. such decisions transparently and in a manner that is free from any 

' imputatiori of political interference. The decisions relate precisely to the
. type of issues that the new regulator is being established to regulate. We 

recommend that, from the time of its establishment, the new regulator 
■ assunrie the powers to approve and to review new BBC licence fee-funded 

services currently held by the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and 
Sport. We expect that the new regulator would begiven powers to ensure 
that, while the BBC retained the right and the ability to continue with 

. services and to launch new servicesfunded from the licence fee, such 
services would be conducted on the basis of fair competition (paragraph

As noted in the White Paper, it is important that OFCOM advise the Secretary of State , 
forrnally on the market impact of any proposals for new BBC public services, but it is 
irnportant that Ministers retain the final power of decision on the extent of BBC public 
provision from the licence fee agreed by Parliament. ' •

(xii) The Government has already responded to criticism of the failure to make 
new proposals about digital television and analogue switch-off in the
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. ; televisiqn.in the.CompetitiyenfSsWhit0 Paper published on iSfebruary 
; .2001 (paragraph 56). . . . . , • ,

(xiii) The task of developing a clear labelling scheme for digital television sets is 
. urgent. We recorhmend that the Government aim to establish a scheme ..

. . f6r."kite-marking" integrated digital teleyisrori sets no later than October
. .. . .2 0 0 1  and report.on progress bn consultation with the industry about .

\ . achieving that airh in its. response.tp this Repoit. This scherne should .
‘ • . ensure that potential purchasers of non-digital televisiori sets are warned

about the limited life expectancy of their telieyisioh sels without the 
. purchase of additional, equipment In .view of the advent of analogue '

.sWitch-off in the near future (paragraph 61). /  ...

.Following discussions-with the Government; manufacturers, retailers and broadcasters have 
agreed ta  promote the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) logo to identify those TVs which 
are genuinely digital receivers. UK manufa^urers .and retailers have been wprking..together - 
to ensure that all new digital TVs carfy the logp; clearly visible on the screen of all digital . 
TVs in retailers as vyeil as o.n.boxed digital TVs, and that.sales staff. i.n:the shops .are trained. . 
to understand and explain the advantages of digitalTVs over analogue sete arid so called ' 
‘digital ready' sets; The early results of this campaign vyere promising, and led to a two-fold 
increase of the sales of integrated television sets, . . .  . ‘

. (xiv) We recommend that, by October 2001, the Government agree with the
. television'industry the te)rt of a leaflet on digital television to be .

; .. . distributed to every home in the United Kingdom. We further recbmhi.end
. ’ " that this be backed up.by a public.information campaign on all free-to-air

: . television channels, ideally with the same content on each channel
• . . (paragraph. 64). . . . \  • . ..

The Government agrees that it is.very important for consumers to be well inforrried about 
.what digitaTfelevision is arid how they cati gain access to it. This should be.a key area to be 
developed by public and private sector stakeholders in' the digital television Actiori Plan. It is 
a condition of the approval-given.to the BBC for new digital services that they promote 
digital television vigourously and we expect them to do soon air as soon as possible. More 
general information is provided on the DCMS website, and a "digitaltv.culture.gov.uk" 
vyebsite has also been launched. While targeted information leaflets may have their place in 
the overall strategy, we do not at present consider that a leaflet to every home would be the 
most effective way of informing consumers about digital television. .

(xv) . While the Government will not wish to take precipitate action that might
. threaten the development of the commercial market in digital television,
. it is important for the Government to keep an open mind on all options

that might assist in facilitating early analogue switch-off, particularly 
those options that would have the added advantage of advancing other 
Government objectives relating to universal access to the Internet and to 
the wider development of broadband (paragraph 6 8 ). .

Agreed. The digital television action plan will ensure that all Government objectives to which 
digital television can contribute are co-ordinated effectively.

(xvi) The new regulator must see it as a priority to ensure that the market
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___--------------^ielivers-a.range-of-competittve-p3Gkages-tQr-yflmetef^aceess-a^arT—
. • . ; . essential cortiponent if the Gpyemm^jit's objective <jf universal access tQ-

thelnternet by.ZbOSistobe realised (paragraph 71).

. the Government agrees with the Cohnrriittee that unmetered access packages are an . ..
increasingly popular and. important way for consumers to,access the internet. The UK. has" . 
Some of the cheapest access packages ih, the world... For example, a recent OFTEL ■ ■ . 
Benchmarking study reported t hat ..

. . . . . .  access -: . ■.. .
(u n m e te re d  PSTN  d ia l up sBiyices a re  n o t  a v a ila b ie  in France a n d  S w ed en )"- . .

The ready availability of these low-cost services in the UK. is a result of the effective .
competition regime ruri by OFTEL, W.e expecf OFCOM's central objectives will include • .. 
resp6nsibility.to,prom.ote Consumer choice and effective corrjpetition. It is for-the. ' •
competitive market to deliver attractive packages to consumers. . ■ . . . ' : .

(xvii) Access to the Internet cah.be an important driver of the take-up' of digital
. teleyislon/and the. exp^sio'n of digital television refyices can be .' ' ..

■ .fundamental to. achievement of the Government's objective of universal .;
. . . Internet access by 2005. We are concerned that these links are" not readily!

. apparent in the two separate Government policies at present. We . 
recommend that the promotion of internet access through digital 

. television becbrfie a niore prominent element in Government policy for . 
the Internet and that the prorhotion of digital.television by the.

. Government and the industiy lay greaterstress than is currently eyiderit .
on digital television as an easy and affordable gateway to the internet . 
(paragraph 72). .. . ' . ‘

Again, the digital television action plan should ensure that the synergies be.tween Internet 
access, digital television and the delivery of Government services electronically are 
developed; Linked With a ‘phone line, the television (analogue or digital) can provide aii easy 
means of gaining access to the Internet for those Without a personal computer: (PC);. Much 
of the rhaterial available on the Internet, however, is designed for access through a PC, and 
we must be. careful to see that consumers are not deterred from using the Internet by a poor- 
early experience through the television.

(xviii) Current universal service provision of both television and telephony
service provides a vital unifying factor in British society and in the British 
economy. It is of paramount importance that this unifying force is '
maintained in the digital era (paragraph 87).

The Government welcomes the Committee's support for its policies of continuing to ensure 
universal access to public service TV channels and to telephone services in use by the 
majority and necessary for full social and economic inclusion.

(xix) The Government is right to think in terms of a future universal obligation 
to provide high bandwidth digital services. We accept that, given the early

. • stage of development of broadband in this country, it would be wrong for 
■ . the Government to put all its eggs in one technological basket or to set a

firm timetable for a new universal obligation when it is far from clear 
. what form such an obligation will eventually take. However, we are
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V . . to be deyelgping in Virtual jsplatibh from the public and consumer needs .
. . . and opportunities created by analogue switch-off. The role of both, digital

. . television and of Ihterriet-based broadcasting as consumer service? in ‘
.. . driving broadband take;up is largely neglected in that strategy. We- .

.  ̂ believe this reflect a broader underestirriation by both Qovernmeht and .
. , . ■ . , industry pf consumer demand for broadband services, pespjte the

- protestations of close and effective work|ng'between the Departmeht of 
Trade and Industry and the Department fo.r Culture, Media and Sport, the 

.. . . . , .. .Government's business-oriented broadband strategy.and its consumer- .
. . oriented strategy for analogue switch-off do not intersect as they must if 

. the Government is to respond to and harness the opportunities of th e . .
. . . , converged world. We expect the Government to tackle these weaknesses
. . .. as,a matter of urgenqr (paragraph9 0 ) . . .  . .. .. .

The Government welcomes the Committee's.acknowledgment .that the market is at too . 
early a stage for a.uniyersal.seryice obligation for high bandwidth seiyices. ■ . . . . . . . . .

the Government recogtiises the interface betweeri.the deyetoprneht of digi.tal teleyision ahd. • 
broadband access markets, there is some substitution bepveen the.two ranges of services . 

’.which they can deliver; but there are.also spnne unique features.- ..We believe thatit is for a 
competitive market to discover which services are valued by consurpers and which" ' ’
technology is able to deliver them at a price which is attrartiVe. . . • . ■ : • .

As discussed above the digital television actipn plan should ensure that the synergies ., . ■ 
between Internet access, digital television and the delivery pf .Govefnrhent services .' ’
electrahically are developed.. r . • • ' .. . . ’ . •

(xx) We recommend that, jn.its response to this Report, the Goyernment set . . 
but.the proposed role for the new regulator in taking fpiWafd the ,

■ . Government's objectives for analogue switch-off and broadband .
’ provision. We further recomrhend that a statutory duty be imposed upon 

..  ' . the new regulator to conduct arid lay before Parliament an annual audit of
. . ; progresstowards th.e.Govei‘nment's 6bjectivesforanalpgueswiteh-off

. and for broadband (paragraph 91). . . . .

Section 33 of the Broadcasting Act 1995 provides for the Secretary of State to keep under . 
review the appropriateness of continuing analogue television broadcasting and sets out the 
key considerations - provision and availability of services and ownership or possession of the 
relevant receiving equipment. In conducting his review the Secretary of State is required to 
obtain reports from the BBC and the regulator. We intend to retain those provisions. .

OFCOM will have general responsibilities to promote effective competition in the 
communication services sector and to protect the interests of consumers. The Government 
will expect OFCOM to exercise these powers in the broadband market as it will in any other 
emerging market. From time to time the Government has asked OFTEL to provide 
benchmarking information on the state of UK telecommunications markets. In 'UK online: 
the broadband future' we asked OFTEL to continue international benchmarking of broadband 
.prices and roll-out in the G7. We would expect OFCOM to fulfil similar roles where and 
when appropriate. ’

(xxi) We recommend that, in its response to this Report, the’ Go.vernment set
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•Y out-4ts^ssessmeflt0f^heHTiain-fa€tefs-tobeb(MTie inmincHrn^achm^'
. . . decision, bri rad|o ^alogue switch-off;(paragraph 93).

Section 67 of the Broadcasting Act 1995 already provides for the Secretary of State to kbep . 
under review the appropriateness of continuing analogue sound broadcasting and sets put .• 
the key considerations - provision and availability of services and owneRhip or.possession of 
the relevant receiving equipnnent. In conducting h|s.review, the Secretary of .State is . ' : .. 
required to obtain reports frdrn the' BBC' and the.regulator. We propose'to retain this sectiph.

" : ()Qcii) there is an efiditring future for public service broadcastirig, provided it is
recbgnised that thatfuture will not be like the past (paragraph 94).

Agreed: • . • ; . • . . • . ‘ . . ' .

. ()bciii) Public service broadcasting is a constantly changing phenonniehori. . .. . '[]
. .. Accbrdiiigly, it is hot appropriate to criticise the White Paper ori the . .

. .. . grounds that the document has failed to provide a simple definition of = .
, . . publjc service .broadcasting. Ho\yeyer, we consider that there are three '

. . general principles which should guide the future proviisibn of public •
. - • sehrice broadcasting that are not fully refleeted in the White Paper . .. ’

. . .. (paragraph 96)’ ’ ' . . . . ' .............-

(xxiv) The first principle is that, while the combination of funding arrangements, 
status and regulatbiy positions of the "privileged broadcasters" - the BBC, 
ITV, Channel 4 and Channel s - means that they vyill continue to produce 

. corisid̂ erable public sefvice content for the foreseeable, future, it does not
. follow that the output of those broadcasters can be equated With public

service broadcasting (paragraph 97). .

' (xxv) The second principle that should inforrti the future development of public
. . . . semce broadcasting is.that the current position of the "privileged ’

. ' broadcasters" brings with it Very considerable costs, both.in terms of .
. . , dir.edi ahd.indirect charges upon the public and in terms of the inipact on

the development of a competitive and dynamic market, and that these . 
costs should be transparently identified and continuously assessed 
against other means of achieving the desired ends in terms of public 
service content (paragraph 1 0 2 ). .

(xxvi) The third principle is that the focus in future should be on ensuring the 
provision of public service content from whatever source is most 
appropriate rather than on protecting the privileges of certain 
broadcasters for their own sake (paragraph 105).

The framework for public service broadcasting laid down in the Broadcasting Acts assuhnes 
that privileges are required by broadcasters in return for the acceptance of positive content 
obligations imposed in licences or the BBC Charter and Agreement. Those broadcasters on 
whom such obligations are imposed are described, as public service broadcasters. They are 
holders of Channel3, Channel 4 and Channel 5 licences; the BBC and S4C. The Governmeni; 
does not believe that the ability of broadcasting to continue to inform, educate and . 
entertain to the standards that the public has come to expect can be maintained without 
imposing positive obligations on broadcasters, while accepting that the position of the 
current holders of public service broadcasting licences should not necessarily be guaranteed
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T;he Government agrees that greater transparency-about the costs woul4 be desirablê  It is 
for.this reason that the White.Paper announced that sp.ectruni used by broadcasters Would ‘ 
beyaluecf.. ‘ ' .. ■■ . . . ! .. .. . . .... '

. . (xxvii) We.recommend that, as a matter of urgency,.the Radio Authority identify 
. pilot schemes for expanded comrhunity radio, projects for launch in . .

. advance of the introdurtion of legislation to give effect to the proposab in
the White Paper, We envisage that pilot schemes would include projects'

. . focused on distinct neighbpurhpods for periods significantly more than 28
. .. days and extensions of the scope.of school-based projects with, current 

. . restricted service licences (paragraph 109). . • . . , ' .

. (X)wiii).We are cohyinCed.that there is bpth a strorig need and ari overwhelming 
casefof the establishment of a pernrianentcommunity radio sector iti the 

. . - . United Kingdom, distinct from and complementary to commercial redio.
V ; • We support the creation of :an ."Access" Fund both to assist in the . . .

. ' ' estab.ljshment;of hew projects and to provide continuing fundihg to
. . •.. . reflect the fact that funding of the sector vyiH not be primarily .. :

. . . .  commercial. We expect that the level of this Fund would reflect the two
distinct functions of support for launch and continuing financial support.
In the light of the likely level of demand, we recommend that the Fund be 

cipallvfrpmgeneraltaxation (paragraph i l l ) .  -

The-Radio Authority announced on 8 August that it had invited fifteen groups.to apply to . ' 
run Access Radio pilots as part of the its experimental scherhe. The scheme will evaluate 
different approaches to the concept to inform the future.radio regulator how Access Radio,. 
should it be introduced in the future, might be licensed, jegulated, funded, promdted.and - 
organised. Conclusions on funding will help inform, decisions on the need for an Access Fund.

.The fifteen groups reflect.all four of the home nations, rural and urban areas, including links 
with urban regeneration projects, services for ethnic minorities in the Asian and Afro:̂  • ' •
Caribbean communities, a wide range of age groups from children to older people, Christian- 
based stations, and a range of financial models.

The maximum length, of licences to be offered is twelve months, but some services propose 
shorter durations. The Radio Authority expects services wanting a twelve month licence to 
begin in Jamiary or February 2002. Those whjch have requested licences for a shorter period 
may begin broadcasts later in that year. The Authority will be putting in place formal 
evaluation of the pilot experiments.

(xxix) We welcome the clear and unequivocal statements that the Government 
is not seeking to establish any new forms of Internet regulation by means 
of proposals in the White Paper. We consider, however, that fears on this 
score arise directly from what can most generously be interpreted as 
infelicitous drafting in the White Paper. The same mistake must not be 
repeated in the legislation that follows. We recomrpend that the new 
regulator be explicitly excluded by statute from imposing regulatory 
obligations relating to Internet content. We further recommend that the 
Government reaffirm its commitment to self-regulation as the best and
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the-
Cpyernment does not erivh any form,of "co-regulation." of the

' Internet involving additional powers of enforcement that go beyond the .
: . principle that the general law should apply online as offline (paragraph

■ 116). . ■ . ■ :  ■ ■ . ' .. ■ ■ ■, ■ ;

()oo() .. We consider that it would not be appropriate for the new’regu.lator tq use 
■ its licensing powers for media with spectrum scarcity as a back-door . .

. . , . . method of Internet content.regulation and vye recomtnend that there be a

. . specificstatutory prohibition on the hew regulator doing so (paragraph
•• • ’ • ■ 118). • \

As Ministers stated .in their .evidence to the Committee, the White. Paper proposals do not 
envisage any extension of Statutory regulation, into internet content...The Whjte -Paper 
makes clear [para.6.lQ.3] that the Government will continue to encpurage and suppprt the .. 
valuable and widely.=-admired work of self r̂egulatory bodies-such as the Internet Watch. .' . 
Foundatipn, but OFCOM wUl have a duty tp promote media literacy and to conduct research ' 
bn.the full range of electronic conimunjcations issues.. In this context, OFCOM would for . .. 
example be well placed to promote greater awareness pii the Work of the IWpand similar . . 
bpdies and of the.ayailabilify apd use by individuals bf rating arid filtering devices, which .can 
give users.greater Cpnfidepce in their, apd especially their children's, use of the Internet. 'This 
is education instead of regulation. We have made.our position clear and propose a scheme 
to give effect to our policy, by excluding from the regulatory regime ariy system of . 
regulating the Interriet, We consider this route preferable to a specific statutory bar on 
regulation of the Internet which is unnecessary and is blso inappropriate since the Internet is
not necessarily goingtp be a stable arid, readily definable system. ■ ■ ■ ■. ’ • ' •

We agree that it would not be appropriate for the new regulator to use ifs licensing powers 
for iriedia with spectnjhh scarcity as a back-door rnethod of Internet cpntent regulation arid 
our pfoposals'seek to avoid that. We aim similarly to make licerising.arrangemerits for other 
platforms, notalaly satellite and cable, applicable only to broadcast material. We t̂ ecognisa ■ 
that in such technologically advanced and fastrdevelbping sectors, there is a particular • ■ ..
challenge in framing definitions which will stand the tests of time and change; the longer ■ . 

■ process.of deyelppment of and consultatipp on the draft Cbrnmunicatipps Bill.will provide an 
opportunity to draw pn a wider range of expertise across the industries in order to get this 
aspect of the Bill right. ’ ’ • ’ • ’ ’ ’ -

. . (xxxi) In the future, .universal negative content regulatiop will cease to be .
possible. As the Internet becomes used increasingly as a medium for 

• broadcast cbnterit, there will be an alternative to the licensed •
broadcasters. The regulatory regime for licensed broadcasters, and for 
non-scheduled services in particular, must reflect this (paragraph 1 2 1 ).

The White Paper explicitly recognised this and set out an approach to regulation based on 
people's different expectations of different media, combined with information and education 
to facilitate informed use of the different media. We note the Committee's specific 
comments in relation to non-scheduled services and will consider this particular issue further 
in developing the Communications Bill. ■

I
(xxxii) We expect there to be a continuing case for positive programming 

. requirements for the "privileged broadcasters” and any other licensed
broadcasters that may in future be in receipt of direct or indirect subsjdy 
in respect of public service conterit (paragraph 1 2 2 ).
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Agreed (cfjesponse to recoromendati'on x)(vi), . . v  ^ .?

. . . . (xxxiii) We strongly support the Goyemment’s recent proposals to establish. .
. -. more.stretching targets for subtitling on digital terrestrial televisiorv arid .

. to extend such obligations to digital cable and satellite services by rne^ns
. . of.new pripiary legislation. We consider that any decision by the new^

. . .. regulator to exempt providers from these targets should ije transparent
• : and based Qn .clear criteria (paragraph .123).. .. . . .. . \. . .

The Coverriment fully recognises the importance of acCess to television.services for people 
with sensory impairments. We welcome the Committee's support for oUr decision to .. 
increase subtitling targets on.digital terrestrial television (DTT),.and our proposal to extend 
requirements for subtitling, sign language and audio description on DTT to digital cable and

• digital-satellite channels as part of the ComTnunicatidns Bill.’ OFCOM. vyill be. required to 
Consult on qnd puBlish th’e criteria under wK'ich certain broadcasters may be.exempted from.

- these Obligations... • • ’. . : . . .  • ‘ • • .. .. . . .-

. . ( ^ iv )  There is a real danger that the regulatory regirne for broadcasting Will be'.
. . ' . . in a state of almost coritiriuous flux and uncertairity from now.iintil 2006.

_ . . . . By.failing to provide fpr.bhTntegrated approach by the riew regulator to '
. allbroadcasteFs iticludingthe BBC, the Government has left a large . 

amount of unfinished busihess. We find it absurd to suggest that 
Parliament's role in reviewing the BBC's status would somehow be 

. . .- diminished if J:he BBC were subject to equal Weatmerit with other ‘
. . broadcasters in legislation that will doubtless be subject to extended and

. . detailed cpnMderatibn by both Houses of Parlianient. We recommend .
. . that the House of Commons be given a full opportunity early in the next
. Parliament to consider the future regulation and governance of the BBC as

. . part of the process leading to enactment of the new regulatory regime
(paragraph 129). . . .  . ... . .

The White Paper provides th,at OFCOM will have an important role in relation to the.BBC; ■ 
The principle is to create a more level playing field: the BBC Will comply with the same 
standards as other broadcasters in relation tp tiers 1 and 2; and all public service 
broadcasters Will be self-regulating at tier 3. We expect the BBC Governors to work closely 
with OFCdM to ensure that regulation of the BBC reflects the new conditions in which all 
broadcasters operate. The Government's policy is a balanced prie, ensuring that the BBC 
maintains its independence and relations.hip with the Secretary of State and Parliament, - 
while bringing it within the overall regulatory structure.

(xxxv) We recommend that the Prime Minister establish a separate Department 
of Communications with its own Secretary of State and assuming the . 
relevant responsibilities currently within the Department for Culture, 
Media and Sport (relating to broadcasting and the media), the 
Department of Trade and Industry (relating to telecommunications and 
the Internet), the Cabinet Office (relating to the electronic delivery of 
Government services) and the Home Office (relating to the regulation of 
videos) at the earliest possible opportunity (paragraph 132)

As the Committee acknowledges, machinery of government changes are a matter for the 
Prime Minister. Following the 2001 General Election, he has brought responsibility for the • 
regulation of videos into the Department for Culture, Media and Sport. ■
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, . ; (xxxvi) We consider it YJtal, not. least ori grounds of public accountability, that 
. . . ..the internal structure of the new regulator is set out in. the legislation

. .giving effect to the proposals in the White Paper rather than being left to 
. the governing body of the new regulator to determine. In particular, we . 

recbmrnerid that the legislatron establish a mechanism to provide for . .
greater lay irivdlvenrient in content regulation than in competition .

; \. . regulation and create a distinct body within the hew regulator responsible :
. . . . for radio (paragraph 136). .. . . . . .  , . -  .

the Government is creating in OFCQM. a convergent regulator to deal with fast-changing 
markets, it will operate within a clear frarnework of duties and powers agreed by Parliament, 
underpinned by a framework of general duties. But OFCOM as an organisation will need 
substantial flexibility in the.way in which It implements these statutory functions, if .it is to . .• 
be well placed.to.resppri,d.to rapid.chatiges. ill. the rtiarket and in the public, interest issues . ; 
which’arise.frotn t h e s e . - . f  ;

.Those are strong arguments for leayihg the details of the Internal structure of OFtOM to its 
Board, arid avoiding .unnecessary rigiditŷ ’ This general, approach’ has beeri- widely adopted iri. 
the development of regulatory arrangemerits for Other sectors. The Cpvernrnent accepts, .. 
ribnetheless.'that there are powerful arguments for.greater.lay involvement in. content as .. 
opposed to competition regulation arid, notes the particular’cohcerns of the industry that the 
distinct needs of radio continue.to be nriet as effectively as by the Radio Authority. We shall 
reflect on the Committee's views and other responses to the consultation on the White 
Paper: in finalising our proposals for QFCOM. ’ .. . ,

- (locxvii) The powers that the new regulator will have are so extensive that a
. . collegiate.apprdach is mote appropriate than regulation by a single

individual. We welcome the fact that this is reflected in the White Paper,
; but regret that a somewhat different approach is irhplied in the proposed 

title for the nei/V regulator. We conslder that the internal structure would 
= . bp better reflected if the new regulator were called the. Cpmmunications

. .. . . Regulation Commission, and we recommend accordingly (paragraph .
■ ' .' 137). ■ ■ \ . . .  . ’ ..'. -. . : : ’ .

We have made clear the nature of the governing body proposed for OFCOM, a focused, 
professional Board of non-executive and executive members, and that is the important issue. 
We have decided to retain the title "Office of Communications”. . .

. (xxxviii) We .welcome and support the proposal to establish a .consumer panel.
We recommend that the panel be.empowered to examine and to seek to 
represent the interests of all consumers and potential consumers and 

. not be narrowly confined to issues of service delivery for customers with
a financial relationship to service providers (paragraph 138).

The draft Communications Bill which we shall publish next year will set out in more detail 
the proposed remit and functions of the Consumer Panel. •

(xxxlx) We recommend that a specific duty be imposed on the new regulator to 
ensure that its governing body and its sub-commissions or committees 
imeet in public unless the governing body is satisfied that, in the case of 
any particular issue under consideration, the interests of public 
disclosure are outweighed by the need for commercial confidentiality.
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•y- w it h such^ -Bot-
.. ,y . . expptlt all iTieetings concerning commercial.activrt^^ tp  beli.etd in  

. , ■ , private. W e  further recommend th a t legislative provision be iriadie to  .
/ .  ensure that, where any decision.is reached by vote, the voting records' 

are published and to require that all meetings with broadcasters to 
. . discusis their annpal reports on delivery of programme statements are 

. . .  .. heldln public .(paragraph. 139).... . . .  . . .  .. ..

The White .Paper made clear that the^Governrnent will expect OFGOM to. follow better • 
regulation principles including the .need for transparency and openness. OFCQM will have tp 
consider a significant amount of commercially confidential matter and needs to be able to 
engage in. free and open debate, but the Corrimittee is right that the wide power of the new 
body will require checks and balances to ensure openness and accountability to the .. •
comrnuni.cations sector and the.public.more generally... . ...'. ... . • .

- . (xl) . ' We consider that close scrutiny of the eistablishment of the new.
. regulator and its work will be a crucial task for the relevant select 

, . committee or select cornmittees of the hiouse of Comrnons in the ne>±
; . . .. Parliament (paragraph 140).. . . ■. ,

.The G.oy.ern.rnent agrees and looks, forward to the contribudons of .the. relevant Select. '
Committees to the developmentofthefoundingstatute of OFCOM. • • '

November izOOt
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